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"Redmond...successfully captures the spirit and ethos of the place while telling an emotionally resonant,
page-turning story."
--Booklist

"A gay murder mystery that takes readers from Miami Beach, Florida to Fort Sackville, Indiana, as Grey
Daniels 'struggles to live his authentic, openly gay life' amidst the fundamentalist Christians in his
hometown."
--Bay Area Reporter

"Redmond’s fiction isn’t an attempt to recap historical events. The fictional news reports of character Robbie
Palmer’s alleged murder interspersed between chapters, and the “homophobia” that engulfs the fictional
town of Fort Sackville, is a platform from which the author can express his sincere concern regarding real-
life situations that occur in our modern world."
--Boomer Magazine

"Patrick Redmond has filled his first novel with passion--the passion to tell a story that resonates far beyond
the confines of the small Indiana town where it is set. Some Go Hungry tells an important tale that in some
ways is timeless, and in other ways could have been ripped from today's headlines."
--Mark Childress, author of Crazy in Alabama

"J. Patrick Redmond's Some Go Hungry is a story of reckoning. Like so many young gay men, Grey Daniels
has to leave home to find himself--and he has to return home to rural Fort Sackville, Indiana, to confront a
past of fear, homophobia, and murder. Redmond deftly weaves together Grey's return to his hometown and
the family restaurant with the long-unsolved murder of a young gay man and the secrets and religious
hypocrisy buried with it. Some Go Hungry will have you staying up late turning the pages."
--Taylor M. Polites, author of The Rebel Wife

"Patrick Redmond weaves an intriguing tale of bigotry, religion, murder, and personal redemption in small-
town America. He has the authentic voice of a born storyteller."
--Jonathan Odell, author of Miss Hazel and the Rosa Parks League

"Some Go Hungry is a charming, well-paced, and thoroughly humane love story about a young gay man
coming to terms with himself, his family, and the insular community in which the family's restaurant has
been central for more than forty years."
--Susan Scarf Merrell, author of Shirley

Part of Akashic's Kaylie Jones Books imprint.

Some Go Hungry is a fictional account drawn from the author's own experiences working in his family's
provincial Indiana restaurant--and wrestling with his sexual orientation--in a town that was rocked by the
scandalous murder of his gay high school classmate in the 1980s.

Now a young man who has embraced his sexuality, Grey Daniels returns from Miami Beach, Florida, to



Fort Sackville, Indiana, to run Daniels' Family Buffet for his ailing father. Understanding that knowledge of
his sexuality may reap disastrous results on his family's half-century-old restaurant legacy--a popular
Sunday dinner spot for the after-church crowd--Grey struggles to live his authentic, openly gay life. He is put
to the test when his former high school lover--and fellow classmate of the murdered student--returns to town
as the youth pastor and choir director of the local fundamentalist Christian church.

Some Go Hungry is the story of a man forced to choose between the happiness of others and his own joy, all
the while realizing that compromising oneself--sacrificing your soul for the sake of others--is not living, but
death.
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From reader reviews:

David Kane:

The book Some Go Hungry can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. So why must we leave a good thing like a book Some Go Hungry? Several of you have
a different opinion about reserve. But one aim that book can give many information for us. It is absolutely
proper. Right now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you could
give for each other; it is possible to share all of these. Book Some Go Hungry has simple shape nevertheless,
you know: it has great and massive function for you. You can search the enormous world by start and read a
guide. So it is very wonderful.

Jennifer Yost:

Now a day people that Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by connect with the internet and
the resources inside can be true or not require people to be aware of each facts they get. How people have to
be smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Examining
a book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Some Go Hungry book because
this book offers you rich data and knowledge. Of course the information in this book hundred per-cent
guarantees there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Kenton Marshall:

Reading a book tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With studying you can get a lot
of information that may give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world can easily
share their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their own reader with their
story or maybe their experience. Not only situation that share in the books. But also they write about the
ability about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young
ones, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to improve their
proficiency in writing, they also doing some research before they write for their book. One of them is this
Some Go Hungry.

Sherrie Smith:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book when compared
with can satisfy your short space of time to read it because all of this time you only find reserve that need
more time to be learn. Some Go Hungry can be your answer since it can be read by you who have those short
spare time problems.
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